INSTRUCTIONS:
Exercising force is not necessary.
Some parts are made to detach if excessive force is applied and yet designed to be replaced if separation does occur.
Adult supervision will be necessary for younger children.

1 TRANSPORTATION MODE

MAXIMAL™ RHINOX™
FUNCTION: STRATEGIC DEFENSE
Following the formation stage, Primm emerged in the form of a massive wayward mecha-monster. He was developed that his inner beast structure gave rise to added endurance, a heavy-built all-terrain vehicle. As a big, powerful and slow vehicle the concept is set on a journey against the perfect rock in both speed and power. When undertaking the mechanical process, notice the appropriate instructions and angle the figures accordingly. Read and re-read the instructions for clarity and add on the battleroid.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Have an adult cut along dotted lines.
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RETURN the order of the instructions to convert back into rhino.

Have an adult cut along dotted lines.